SEJC 2016 ONSITE CONTEST INSTRUCTIONS

Your attendance will be verified by the proctor. Email entries from students that are either time-stamped after the deadline or are from a student not listed as in attendance by a proctor will not be considered for judging.

Category #6: News Photography

Time Allotted: 1 hour shooting time, 11 a.m.-noon Friday.

Materials Provided: None

Materials Not Provided but Needed: Personal laptop, personal camera with zoom lens, USB cord/flash card/wireless software allowing for transfer of photos to laptop. Students are not required to bring laptop to photo site: this is only needed for the purposes of submitting the photos. 

Reading Materials: Students are not required, but are advised to become familiar with the two mascots that APSU currently has, and the history of the arrival of “The Gov” and the longstanding mascot “Gov Peay X.” 

Prohibited Materials: None

Exercise: Participants are asked to have a clear schedule from 11 a.m.-noon. on Friday morning, as well as sufficient editing/submission time following the demonstration event. 

Students are asked to attend the 11 a.m. staged demonstration that is related to the two APSU mascots. 

Contestants will be allotted one hour to collect images from the demonstration, as well as information about the demonstration itself and why it is newsworthy.

Assignment: Contestants have until 4 p.m. to submit no more than three photographs sejc@apsu.edu. They will title the three pictures with the number they were assigned, followed by a hyphen and the number 1, 2 or 3 (for example, a contestant assigned "8" will title their photos 8-1, 8-2 and 8-3). The subject of the submission email should include their contestant number followed by the name of the contest (e.g.: 003-News Photo) They will email their pictures to the designated email address by 4 p.m. 

Judging criteria: focus on the subject(s), newsworthiness of photographs/choice of location comparative to competition, ability to capture expressions and/or action, overall composition and exposure, composition of cutline (including spelling, grammar and AP style).

